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The manufacturing group consists of two companies (three labels), North Cape and a sister company, Royal Scot Ltd, and Snowgoose, employing around 100 people. The group manufactures arrange of high quality outdoor garments and accessories. These are sold to retail outlets and on a contract basis. All these garments need to be scheduled through production as required and therefore there is a requirement to improve/update the current production planning and control systems. The manufacturing company has grown rapidly in recent years from a turnover of $4m in 1995/6 to a turnover of $6.4m in 1997/8 with a targeted growth rate of 12.5% annually

This paper will provide an outline of what is required to increase customer satisfaction and how this may be achieved by implementing the manufacturing management software. It will identify and appraise the current production control information flow, which if used properly will improve the feedback to the production planner to enhance the flow of orders, sales and delivery. Production, however well planned, will always perform poorly if there are little or no controls set for the collation and reporting of accurate and timely information.

The paper will identify areas which need to be investigated and/or changed. These include; the current manual planning process although time-consuming is necessary and is a base from which to work, there is little or no bills of material information for each confirmation of order, visible delivery dates are seen as important to meet the ‘quoted’ customer delivery date, duplication of work is high and therefore must be reduced, better communication channels between sales and production need to be designed and implemented.

North Cape’s reason for rationalising the current manufacturing base of the company, specifically the production planning process, is to increase customer delivery performance, whilst maximising output and efficiency. The company is driven by the desire to increase customer satisfaction in order to increase its current level of sales and market share therefore increase profitability. This paper will provide the base from which this may be achieved. It will identify and appraise the current production control information flow, which if used properly will improve the feedback to the production planner to enhance the flow of orders, sales and delivery. Production, however well planned, will always perform poorly if there are little or no controls set for the collation and reporting of accurate and timely information.

The production control systems in place are manual and therefore time-consuming. There is very little information on, and understanding of the current shopfloor capacity. In addition  little is known of information requirements e.g. from the time that the garment routing cards are issued to the time that they are placed into the warehouse, there is little or no feedback as to where the garments are if there is any delay (missing zips, swing labels, etc.), and most importantly what the expected completion date is. Delivery dates are rarely entered onto the production schedules and even then no common standard is followed. As a result communication does and can break down at all stages of the planning and production process.

Finally the paper will recommend areas which need to be addressed including; actual capacity of the factory examined, feedback given at specific points of the production process e.g. cutting, when garments go into production, any delays, and packed goods, document new procedures and identify/inform relevant parties, a new computer aided production planning system specified and implementation planned. Ways forward will be found in production planning for both sales and production alike. This will provide a basis from which to identify and evaluate the existing collation and exchange of information; evaluate the accuracy of current production / capacity knowledge i.e. Standard Minutes (SMs), machinists; identify and evaluate current Change Control mechanisms; and identify and consult with the key personnel with whom the production planner has direct contact.


EXISTING PRODUCTION PLANNING PROCESS





Once a sales order is taken, (phone, fax or rep), it is entered onto the Sales Order Processing (SOP) module of SAGE (an accounting package!). An Order Acknowledgement is then raised and sent to the customer. If the sales order can be taken from stock then an invoice/picking list  is produced, if not then it will stay on the system as an outstanding order. When the Sales Dept decide that a style needs to be made, confirmations are raised containing all outstanding orders of that style/size/colour plus a small quantity for stock which covers the next few weeks until another confirmation is raised on that style. There are two types of confirmation, Retail & Contract. Retail confirmations consist of quantities of garments for customers who order our branded garments. Contract confirmations consist of garment quantities for customers wishing their own design, labelling and/or specialist garments/packaging. Both confirmations are added to the Purchase Order Processing module of SAGE. 





The retail & contract confirmations are collated and added to the existing production schedule. The Production Schedule (PS) is produced on a Microsoft EXCEL spreadsheet. All of the previous confirmations which have been issued to the shop floor are removed and stored to find lead times. The schedule is then sorted into fabric and colour quantities. This is matched with the current fabric stock availability to decide what may be made and when. A printout of the fabric sort and fabric quantities is added to the PS folder. The EXCEL file is then resorted by customer, printed, added to the folder and distributed to the supervisors and factory managers.

Delivery dates are only entered on to the production schedule against contract confirmations. The tickets are issued when fabric is available or when the supervisors require the lines to be balanced. The overriding factor in the consideration of issuing tickets is the Sales Dept satisfying customer demand. Stock Levels take a back seat to customer demand. From the Production side this is unacceptable because we should be producing stock all year round so therefore making sure that retail customers are serviced along with the contract customers. Potential forward garment sales need to be assessed, not just what has actually been ordered, therefore planning production comes from this. Good quantities may therefore be cut and made to meet our stock level requirements.

Once these tickets have been issued, the only feedback available to sales is normally a copy of daily packing sheet quantities. These quantities are then matched to confirmations and removed from the total order quantity both manually and onto the P.C. This is due to the fact that no-one trusts the figures on the computer because they may not be a true representation of the ‘actual’ stock available. If sales require relevant up to date information about when garments will be complete, they walk into the factory and speak to the supervisors. This takes time (approx. 5 mins). It has been observed that this happens 3-4 times a day (approx. 20 mins).The same may be said of the stock figures on the computer. The figures recorded on the computer are not trusted and so if there is any query as to what is in stock, it is checked manually which takes time and therefore costs money. 
Example: If the computer stock shows over 1 dozen in stock then it can be assumed that the stock is there. Although on occasion there has been upwards of 30 garments in stock but when checked manually there were none in stock.

Errors occur at various stages of the system,
1. Incorrect size, style, colour or confirmation entered on packing sheets;
2. Errors of inputting of information onto the computer;
3. Excessive time between goods being packed and production sheets being entered onto the computer;
4. Pre-packed orders which have not been invoiced and therefore the computer does not remove these garments from stock. (The computer shows a stock figure which includes the garments which have been packed against an order but not invoiced, therefore they are not in the stock boxes!!)
5. Bought in Goods go into the warehouse without invoices and/or delivery notes;
6. Delivery notes not passed on, lost or misplaced;





4.	Current Production Knowledge & Change Control.

The current knowledge within the PS process is generally very good although there has not been any capacity planning done for either factory apart from historical data which is collated weekly. This information is used to check if the quantities made per week meet or exceed the budget, weekly and cumulatively, which was created at the beginning of the year. This information is not used in any way to forecast future capacity or potential quantities but only as a check against budget.

Production knowledge includes: Standard minutes (length of time it takes to manufacture a garment); Fabric utilisation (amount of material to make 12 garments); 	A very rough estimate of when the garments will be ready to sell; Knowledge of employees built up over many years experience in the clothing industry.

All of this is valid but it is necessary to start from basics and create an exercise to find out what the actual capacities of the factories are. This exercise has been started with a basic plan of total machinists and what they can manufacture as our workforce is relatively flexible and can do a wide variety of garment mixes.

The idea being that we work from what we can produce as opposed to what we would like to produce to satisfy customer demand just in time. This begs the question:

Do we sell what we make?
or
Do we make what we sell?


As regards change management and control the company does redesign garments and therefore there needs to be some channel of information between sales and the designer. Many of these changes are pre-empted by the sales team and therefore they know what is being planned. The production planner is not necessarily informed if a garment utilisation has been changed or the Standard minutes are changed therefore the P.S. will be incorrect and the fabric plan will be incorrect. It is imperative that this information is passed on to the production planner.

In order to meet demand in the highly changeable market place North Cape has to become more efficient in the production planning function. The figures which are highlighted are the sewing SMs taken from: Recommended Confirmation Quantities’ for one recommend cut of the garments e.g. confirmation quantities; fabric requirements per confirmation; cutting SMs per confirmation; sewing SMs per confirmation; projected confirmations per year; total projected fabric requirements per year; total projected cutting SMs per year per confirmations; and total projected sewing SMs per year per confirmations. All ratio figures come from the current sales year to date per garment and size. This idea can be extended further areas of production. 

When this information is used it will improve the planning of fabric, trims and delivery dates / lead-times. Once this information has been created then it will be possible slot any special orders or contract confirmations into the plan. It is envisaged that any special order which requires embroidery or colours may be added to or taken from the existing planned cuts. Once an overall production plan is made for a season or year then it is not set in stone but can only be altered with the express knowledge of the production planner. Again it must be stressed that by doing this plan now, we can identify when fabric is required, what quantities need to be ordered and when garments are likely to be completed and ready to be shipped.

It is recommended looking into the possibility of creating one cutting room / warehouse and one sewing floor. This is important for the continuing success of the company. Royal Scot and North Cape need to be seen as one entity by staff and management alike. This has been a major factor in the visibly poor relations between the two factories and the concerns raised by employees at both sites.

As explained above the Production Control function involves the control and monitoring of  scheduling, labour, material, and the prompt despatch of orders on time with correct quantities. One area which needs tight control is that of Work In Progress (WIP). Currently there is no real process of knowing where the confirmation is in the line, whether it has been cut or when it is due to exit the line. One must be able to identify where garments are in the line and therefore determine delivery times in order to up date the sales team.

When an order/instruction for a delivery on a specific item / garment is requested the production planner should prepare a schedule  of events which must be undertaken to complete the delivery (BOMs). Considers labour, machines, material, and quantities taking into account stock; and most importantly Economic Batch Quantities (EBQ). This also involves fabric control, ticket issuing, and production feedback.

The current process of scheduling all of these garments through each factory is a very complicated task. Currently the time spent by one person creating production schedules for each unit of the company, whether it be North Cape, Underwear or Royal Scot garments, is “five consecutive days”. These production schedules contain enough production for the next 10 - 12 weeks based on existing orders and a small quantity being made for stock. No order priority given at this point. This is carried out every 4-6 weeks. The time taken for planning would significantly decrease if we were to utilise the ideas put forward in the later part of this report. The current production planning process later in the paper.
As explained above the production control systems in place are manual and therefore time-consuming. There is very little information on, and understanding of the current shop floor capacity. In addition little is known of current information requirements e.g. from the time that the garment tickets are issued to the time that they are placed into the warehouse, there is little or no feedback as to where the garments are, and if there is any delay (missing zips, swing labels, etc.), but most importantly what the expected completion date will be. This is being addressed by the “Feedback Sheets”

Does anybody need this information? The answer is ‘Yes’:

1) The Sales Department
2) The Production Planner
3) The Factory Manager, Assistant Manager.





The approach taken is to map the information, utilising the IDEF 0 methodology, looking at the requirements of different functions within the group in order to ascertain the roles and software requirements of the new system. IDEF identifies where information is lost, misused or not processed efficiently and  effectively. One of the areas of interest is the idea of moving away from the current sales led approach to a more highly organised production based approach. The company has a common failing when it comes to production, the well known: sales vs. production & retail vs. contract conflict. The company now sees that moving from a sales orientated environment to a stance where production will always meet the customers requirements whether this be retail or contract is of the greatest importance. This entails changing the objectives of existing staff.

This methodology maps information flows. Burk and Thortons (1988) methodology of conducting an information audit can be used for this purpose. The need to map information resources in an enterprise is to discover the various entities and their interplay as well as establishing the information flow. This enables the building of an inventory of information resources in a SME and provides the means to identify all the services and systems offered within an organisation. This will then aid as a basis of implementing information management in an enterprise (du Toit, 1996).

Currently the only computerisation with in the group is that of an accounting package being utilised as the manufacturing management system and Microsoft Office Professional. As one can imagine there are may inherent problems with this method of production control. From the inception of the current project of implementing a specific computerised production planning / control system, there has been a need to identify the current bottlenecks and where there is a lack of correct information or feedback. The method identified at the inception of the project was the use of IDEF to model and simulate the current information routes within the company. This was carried out and was proven to be a valuable tool in both gathering information and  starting to get people within the organisation communicating. Many problems were identified, including the lack of good communication between sales and production, the process of planning has so many stages that it is inevitable that orders go missing or not placed at all.








Having carried out an audit within North Cape, areas lacking were found which caused exceptionally poor communication, excessive time being spent expediting both internal and external information and incorrect information being passed to our customers. Overall a lack of focus on customer and production requirements was found, which leads to misinformation and a lack of good production efficiency. The other factors to enable improvement in information flow entailed detailed one-to-one discussions / cross functional team working and a more focused approach to process management.

The North Cape MIS.





The personnel involved with production planning and control are: Sales administrator, production planner, factory manager and supervisors. 

It was suggested that a person be appointed at to manage the three cutting areas (fleece & waterproof, underwear and wax). This would add another layer of control and therefore would make sure that what is required to be cut is actually cut and not what the cutters feel is easy or potentially making money for themselves. It was also suggested that a single buyer be appointed to carry out all of the buying requirements for the company. The role of the buyer would include everything from toilet paper to fabric, ODM, and bought in goods (gloves, hats, etc.). Sales would pass on all the data required to the buyer (e.g. last years sales, this years projected sales, any style changes, etc.). The production planner would pass on all relevant information (e.g. projected fabric requirements and potential required delivery dates.)













When a SME decide to embark on improving their communication flow by the use of an integrated computer system, consideration must be given to the planning and formation of an appropriate information strategy. Research has found that the most  important factor in implementing such systems is planning, both for the project and the culture changes experienced by the employees. Manufacturing organisations have for the past few years have been adept at installing  stand alone systems for their factories. Many installations have apparently failed because they have not met with the unrealistic expectations of management. Organisations must have realistic expectations of what the system can do for their employees and their profit!

As to whether or not Management Information Systems actually aid the manufacturing organisation depends on how it has been installed and set-up. People are still very weary of computer systems and do not always believe what they see, sometimes quite rightly! the ‘paperless office’ is still a misnomer as paper is still seen as the most trusted information provider within organisations (i.e. memos). Thought has to be put into how the users are trained or at least introduced to the new system. The organisation must develop a ‘friendlier’ systems of support and not as a consequence of the current decision alienate the employees. Why these systems fail is in an interesting point, it is mainly due to the lack of realistic expectations and the lack of any thought as to how, once the system is running, the users utilise such systems.












Due to the small size of the Company and its rapid growth numerous problems have had to be addressed, to ensure compliance to the needs of the management information system. Special attention in companies of this size, needs to be give#n to issues including, communication, definition of function, poor formal knowledge, multitasking personnel, Only by addressing such areas will the correct performance measures be addressed.

In this companies case  improvements included identification of problem areas, better communication, increased stock levels for the customer, documented planning. Examples of financial savings have included reduced fabric wastage (5%), decreased order entry time (66%), increased order turn around. As regards the management functions the company has seen an improvement on order traceability, data accuracy, increased verbal communication.

######REWRITE######
As to whether or not Management Information Systems actually aid the manufacturing organisation depends on how it has been installed and set-up. People are still very weary of computer systems and do not always believe what they see, sometimes quite rightly! the ‘paperless office’ is still a misnomer as paper is still seen as the most trusted information provider within organisations (i.e. memos). Thought has to be put into how the users are trained or at least introduced to the new system. The organisation must develop a ‘friendlier’ systems of support and not as a consequence of the current decision alienate the employees. Why these systems fail is in an interesting point, it is mainly due to the lack of realistic expectations and the lack of any thought as to how, once the system is running, the users utilise such systems.
################

Once the Company has achieved this information based advantage over the competitors, there should be a greater understanding and utilisation of our information strategy and the overall business objectives.

7 Recommendations for the Company

#########REWRITE######## too summarised ##############
1. 	Confirm and Endorse the use of:
Quantities for Production Orders & Production Plans;
(These should be followed and used as a guide but should be adopted as a company standard when finally agreed with production and sales); Production Capacity of both North Cape and Royal Scot factories; Tickets issued week by week to the cutters; Revise training procedures if and when required.
2.	Employ: Production Planner; Cutting room supervisors; Central Company Buyer (office supplies, coffee, fabric, labels, bags, boxes, bought in goods.) 
3.	Define the roles of: Sales (Sales Staff); Production Planning (Production Planner); Production (Factory Manager / Assistant Manager); (Information between all three will be identified via IDEF.)
4.	Make sure that: Feedback is given at specified points of the production process; Duplication of work reduced (tickets, NC vs. RS, daily production sheets, weekly production figures); New procedures are documented (IDENTIFY / INFORM / INVOLVE); Meetings with all interested parties are organised to discuss what information each one requires, at what time and in what format.
5. New computer aided production planning system planned and implemented effectively: IDENTIFY / INFORM / INVOLVE;
6.	Consider: Employee incentives  (Employee of the month, suggestion boxes, Birthdays, North Cape diaries.); Creation of a notice board with production figures per week against budget. (Monthly meeting with staff to inform about performance/progress, orders, quality)
		KEEP EMPLOYEES INFORMED! 
Increase moral and sense of working towards a common goal:- INCREASED PROFITS!!!!
3. Standardise supervisors overalls (North Cape Logos?) (towards common goal?)
#######################################
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